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1 Introduction
With the transition to the new world we already got acquainted with the people from the new
time: Indigo’s, crystal beings and star people. From the teachings of the archangel Michaël one
can read about the evolution of humanity towards a new being. The being that completely lives
in the light. It is herein that the expression human angel is mentioned.
A human angel is a hybrid between man and angel. This isn’t about the transformation of a man
to an angel, but about mixing human and angel features within yourself until it reaches a perfect
balance.
Human angels create peace because they know that earth is a lovely and friendly place,
supported by the love from All-that-is. The human angel will not be dominated or controlled by
its ego.
More information about the human angel can be found at: http://www.merudi.net

This document is not about the human angel, but about the Angel-Human. The Angel-Human is
an angel from origin who chose to reincarnate as a human being. This document is created
because there was/is currently no comprehensible information available about the Angel-Human.
It has as purpose to provide Angel-Humans more information about themselves and to give
insight into the world of the Angel-Human for those people surrounding her.

Julien Moorrees
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2 The difference between the human angel and the
Angel-Human
The human angel and the Angel-Human are not each others equals. When we have a look at the
normal build-up of human evolution, archangel Gabriël taught us the following:

The picture above shows the phases via which the normal spiritual evolution takes place.
Since the introduction of the people from the new time this picture is extended according to
Michaël’s messages:

The human angel is a fully developed human being that spins all chakras on full power.
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When we introduce the Angel-Human we can create the following picture:

The main difference is the origin of the angel. The Angel-Human has already passed all earthly
lives but decides to decent once more. This is the reason why the Angel-Human does not have to
learn the lessons of life once again and can fully focus on its task.
The human angel on the contrary has not yet performed tasks in the spiritual world and still
progresses through the lessons of life and the subsequent phases in evolution. It will further
develop as a guide and actual angel, though it will be via another pathway, from which the
outcome isn’t a guide or an angel by definition. Also other entities belong to the possibilities.
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3 The Angel-Human has no soul
3.1

The general scheme

The following picture describes how humans are built up, with respect to guidance and
communication:

This indicates the hierarchy, on the levels where communication takes place.
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3.2

How the spirit is built up

The spirit is the constituent that can think, reason, decide, think ahead, reflect and interpret
signals. These signals can originate from other spirits, the body or the soul. The essence of the
spirit is the capability to combine these individual flows of communication, independent of the
time when these signals were received, and use this information to make a decision. This can be
explained by the following example:
When a person gets a shock from an electric fence, a signal is received from the reaction
accompanied with this encounter. The next time the spirit recognizes an electric fence it will be
able to connect this experience with the one from the past and guides a person not to touch the
fence again. Also possible experiences from the future are taken into account in this example:
the expectation is raised that touching the fence once more, will hurt again. The spirit is
therefore capable to bypass the fourth dimension (time): it can use and combine the future, the
present and the past without any trouble (not change, only use!).
That aside, the spirit also comprises memories that are necessary to reason. Without memories it
is impossible for the mind to use the past as means of communication.
A powerful feature of the spirit is to classify signals and group them into signals of similar
content. That’s why the concepts feelings and emotions are introduced; they are the ones who
determine this process. By introducing these classifications the spirit is able to make rapid
decisions. It associates certain feelings / emotions to positive or negative signals.
The following figure shows what is happening inside the spirit:

The purple circle is also known as the Ego, the element that takes decisions and creates one’s
thoughts.
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3.3

How the soul is built up

The soul is one’s identity, one’s personality. All your wishes, preferences, dislikes and capabilities
are part of your soul. Your soul knows whom you would like to be and whom you don’t. Your soul
forms the goal you try to achieve in life. This is shown in the following figure:

Two souls are able to communicate their whishes, preferences, dislikes and capabilities with each
other. When these separate components are connected we can see the following elements:

When the wishes of two souls are equal, a shared love comes from that what the wish is about.
This love can be expressed in many ways and depends on the subject matter of these wishes.
The more wishes correspond with each other, the more they connect and the more love there is
between these two souls.
When the preferences of two souls correspond, this is expressed in showing the same behavior.
E.g. the same clothes are bought, the same products are purchased e.g. The more the
preferences correspond the more identical behavior is shown.
Reactions? Visit: http://www.merudi.net
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When the dislikes of two souls match, it will utter into a joined protest. They will agitate about
the same situation and probably agree to take steps against it together.
When the capabilities of two souls are equal they can use these capabilities joined strong. The
combined expression of these capacities will evolve with rising the expression of the individual.
An example is the ability to sing clear and properly. When two people sing combined it will have
a much better result then when you hear the two people separately. The more capabilities
correspond, the more evolution takes place in their joined activities.

3.4

How the Angel-Human is built up

Before the year 2003 one strived to (the ultimate) being alone. A good example of this is the
Holism. The ultimate being alone is a powerful way to explore the soul entirely. “Who are you?”
“What do you want?” “What is your identity” are questions that are answered during this quest.
During the evolution to 2012 it has become clear that individuality is leading to a dead end. The
strength of the group is noticeable on all sides and a lot more powerful than a single individual. It
is time to let go of your identity.
How people are built up in relation to the source, the soul and the spirit is shown simplified in the
next figure:
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When we look at the Angel-Human, it becomes quickly clear why the Angel-Human has no soul
anymore. The next scheme shows this:

After releasing the identity, the Human is formed entirely by the source. Angel-Humans are really
divine beings. Their intentions are no longer formed by the wish of being unique (the soul), but is
entirely balanced with the larger whole.
The mind is guided directly by the source and carried out directly.
The Angel-Human still has an ego which is frequently larger then the more “ordinary” people.
The ego is present in the spirit and is fed by the source. This is also where the feeling of
greatness originates from.
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4 Why are they here?
The Angel-Humans are reincarnated to help the passage to 2012 enormously. They do so by
helping -in a subtle manner- the people in their surroundings to the correct side. They have
knowledge of the higher plan and they also act on this. This comes from their direct link with The
Source, which guides them according to the bigger plan.
They also have the purpose of teaching and of providing people with knowledge and skills. They
guide several people in developing their spiritual abilities.
An important feature is the merging of several souls with each other and bringing them in
connection with the source. Because not every soul is open for this, Angel-Humans also try to
take as many obstacles from this person out of the way. Although soul-merging seems
contradictory for a being without soul, it is just this property which enables her to mold, seize
and move the soul of another one. An empty place can always be filled up. The soul seeks the
pathway of the least resistance and feels rapidly at home within the Angel-Human. They provide
a protected place where they can grow and develop. It provides a place for the soul, made ready
for merging.
The Angel-Humans are only here to serve. They are no longer here for their own evolution
because they already have learned all lessons of life. The most important objective is to
guarantee the evolution of mankind and to adjust where required. Very few resources are
prohibited in this process, which has as the result that Angel-Humans often are experienced as
very powerful beings.
The Angel-Humans also want to help people who have become without a goal. They will lead this
person towards the good, so that the person will realize that things can be solved different then
in a negative way. Angel-Humans will put several persons back on (the correct) track.
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5 What are their gifts?
The Angel-Human has several gifts. In the following chapters some will be described in more
detail.

5.1

Access to large amounts of energy

The Angel-human has direct contact with the source. From this source, energy is directly
available which the Angel-Human can access quite easily. She can use that energy as she likes
and for example pass this energy to someone else by using a soul-merge. There is no “cost” in
using her own energy since she acts only as a gateway.
Energy is very important for carrying out her task. It is necessary for “jobs” that cost a
reasonably amount of energy. These are, among other things:

5.2

•

Help evil spirits to the light

•

To heal

•

For soul-merging

•

Telekinesis

Very accurate people-knowledge-skills

The Angel-Human already experienced everything during her previous lives. As of this she has
built up an enormous life experience. She uses this experience when taking the steps towards
human evolution. In a split second the Angel-Human can determine someone’s value. She knows
if this person is trustworthy or if this person has any burdens to carry.
She uses this knowledge to help and open people’s eyes. An angel cannot function when the
knowledge-of-people-skill fails. For this reason it is one of the most important gifts of the AngelHuman.

5.3

Changing / touching people, by a simple action

Because of their accurate-people-knowledge-skills the Angel-Human is able to touch people from
within. They can interest people in the right way of their story. Touching them by using the right
words. People often think of Angel-Humans as interesting beings because they have the
impression they can learn something from them (which is quite true actually).
Mostly the Angel-Human is busy with letting the other look at itself. Most often these are subtle
hints that let the other one reflect itself. Sometimes the impact is noticeably somewhat later and
the remarks from a couple of weeks ago are still the reason a decisions is taken differently.
These simple and subtle contacts make the work of the Angel-Human divine. They touch the
correct people at the correct moments, to get the biggest and most final result, by doing so.

5.4

They recognize potential

The Angel-Human is very picky in helping people. She has a larger goal in mind and wants to
work as efficient as possible. She is constantly in search of people who can contribute something
to the new time. She has an internal radar for potential and therefore gives the most attention to
the largest potentials within reach.
If it turns out that someone is following the wrong track, or isn’t open for help, the Angel-Human
will turn her back to this person, without any resentment, very fast. The Angel-Human is not
someone whom always just wants to help. She divides her time as efficient as possible and in
such a way, to reach as many truthful people with the littlest possible effort.
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5.5

Direct contact with the angels from the spirit world

The Angel-Human has a direct connection with not yet descended angels via its direct connection
with the source. These angels help the Angel-Humans with their journey towards the new world.
The angels there, are nevertheless not all-knowing and they are in regular disagreement with
each other. This can be rather confusing for the Angel-Human, because she is sometimes fed
with contradictory signals.
This direct contact provides a discussion platform in which the Angel-Human can give her own
thoughts. Angels actually listen to the Angel-Humans. Information is exchanged very actively.
This information exchange is important to measure progression of the new evolution. The source
is only a connection method and no actual being like you and me. It doesn’t know what is
happening and it cannot know the progression. It are the angels who are responsible for this.

5.6

Influencing fate to their own insights

The Angel-Human has a special gift which is not used frequently because of its great strength.
She can intervene in someone’s destiny and change it to her own willing. The Angel-Human can
deliberately choose to help someone who is about to get a car accident. She can however also
choose to let this accident happen.
Nevertheless the Angel-Human has the possibility in calling aid from above to let certain things
be arranged. However, this influencing must serve the higher cause. If this is not the case,
destiny will correct its deviation very fast.
Destiny does not intervene when an Angel-Human adjusts something. It knows that she had to
do it from the source and the higher cause.
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5.7

Possess a powerfull and developed wing chakra

The wing chakra is an important instrument for the Angel-Human. It is located on the back
between the shoulders, just on the bottom of the neck. When this chakra is used it feels as if it
comes from the bottom of the neck. The wing chakra should not be confused with the
neck/chin/throat chakra because that one is positioned just above the former one.
The wings of the angel have always been important throughout the ages. On many drawings of
angels the wings have become a characteristic icon. These angel wings are symbol for the wing
chakra discussed here. Why the wings are this important becomes clear from the way the AngelHuman uses it:
•

Unlimited contact: With the wing chakra it is possible to link with other people/entities.
It does not matter how big the distance between this person/entity is. There is no need
for direct contact with this person by, for example the telephone or by means of the
internet.
When the Angel-Human wants to make contact, she imagines a beam of energy, which
she extends towards the one with whom the contact must be made. A connection is
made with the wing chakra of the one with whom contact was needed. When the
recipient pays attention to activity at its wing chakra he or she can feel this contact as
well.

•

Sending energies: When contact has been made with another entity, any form of
energy can be sent via the wing chakra to the other one. This can be love, healing
energy, ideas or even “fictitious entities”.
A fictitious entity is something the recipient is experiences as an entity (like for example
a guide) but without recognizing the sender in it. In fact, the recipient does not even get
the idea that it is the Angel-Human, who is helping him/her at that moment. The reason
why the Angel-Human needs a fictitious entity is because the recipient is not open for
help of the Angel-Human, but is open for another form of help.
The Angel-Human has complete control on what she wants to send via the wing chakra.
She only has to imagine it. The Angel-Human does not have to be frightened that
sending pure/healing energy will cost her energy. With her wing chakra she has direct
contact with the source from which indefinite energy can be used to transfer it to the
recipient.

•

Receiving energies: When contact has been established with another entity, every
form of energy from the other can be received via the wing chakra. The empathic
capacity of the Angel-Human is used if she wants know how the other one is feeling. This
is passed on via the wing chakra automatically.
It is not unusual that with contact, certain predicaments are taken over. Like a cold or a
headache. In such a case the wing chakra will be used as drain for the energy of the
recipient that is stuck. The energy of the recipient can get stuck with the Angel-Human.
To get rid of this the chakra of the stomach (empathy) must be closed. Imagine a flower
in front of your stomach, from which you slowly fold up the leaves. You are then
temporary released from negative energy that streams in. The chakra opens itself
automatically after a while.
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•

Drive out bad entities: The wing chakra is a powerful tool to drive off bad entities.
Firstly, contact is necessary with this entity via the wing chakra. When this contact has
been established, sending large quantities of energy to this entity is frequently sufficient
to “scare it”. If this is not sufficient, then it also helps to send anger by thoughts or call
loudly in your mind: “Leave! You do not belong here!” When you become really angry
and obtain energy from this, almost every single bad entity runs away from of this. It is
simply no match against the infinite energy which comes from the wing chakra.
Using the wing chakra well is the most powerful quality of Angel-Humans.

•

Soul-merging: The transition to 2012 is impossible without a soul-merge. The soulmerge is the effective merging of people to one single uniform entity. This uniform entity
has combined all strengths to a much more powerful cooperation than when they would
be used separately. Here applies the rule: 1+1=3. The sum is more powerful than its
separate components are.
The wing chakra is the base for the first link. When 2 entities have made contact, then
also the link process can start. At a merge all chakras are connected to each other, and
the souls approach each other more closely. They take over each other's frequency, and
will resonate on the correct positions. This way a much more powerful entity arises.
The Angel-Human is the base for this soul-merge and for this reason they are called the
foundation for the new humanity. Without a wing chakra a merge is simply not possible.
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6 What is their influence?
6.1

They change the world

The Angel-Human slowly changes the collective consciousness of mankind by showing them
subtle, one single powerful new-time-person what it is all about. This one person will pass on the
effect to the next person. By doing so, the world will be improved. The Angel-Human is the
ultimate example of the snowball effect, with a worldwide blizzard as result.

6.2

They are a pillar for the new mankind

The Angel-Humans have built the foundation on which the people of the new time, merge and
grow with each other. They are the actual pillars for the people of the new time. They are the
guides who have smoothened the rough path. They have placed the wheels correctly so that the
machine can function smoothly. They support the people of the new time in preserving the new
time. There where they must break through walls, they will do so.
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7 How to recognize them?
The Angel-Human has a number of features at which you can recognize her. The following
chapters will explain these.

7.1

They always listen

The Angel-Human is very pleasant to talk to. She listens very well and usually asks questions out
of interest. Thereby she is always willing to help and to reach a solution for the problem that
bothers the other. At an Angel-Human you really can clear your heart and this immediately gives
a feeling of trust.

7.2

A superego

The lack of soul and identity is compensated by the enormous ego that the Angel-Human has.
Although the large ego is necessary, to enable an Angel-Human creating ideas and decisions
quickly, it also stands in the way of reasoning. The superego often causes the Angel-Humans to
loose themselves in their own thoughts. She is no longer able to make a calculated decision
based on rationality and a correct feeling.
Because of the superego she is not used to make mistakes and for this reason she regularly does
not want see her own errors. Although the Angel-Human has the gift for being almost flawless,
the Angel-Human is not infallible. This shortcoming is masked by the superego, which will not
show this out of self-protection.
Because of this superego people often experience the Angel-Human as egocentric. Although the
Angel-Human is here for the people, this ego acts also as natural shield. It repels the not so
pensive and not so strong people, where by means of natural selection, automatically the
stronger are helped by the Angel-Human. This, by the superego created distance is a self
protective mechanism that prevents wasting time and inefficiency.

7.3

A risk for megalomania

The Angel-Human feels herself ruler of the world. She carries the conscience of a god and has
most people at her fingertips. She can play and influence people. She knows exactly how to
influence destiny to make happen, what she wishes.
This feeling of absolute power can turn into megalomania. She feels herself sovereign. She thinks
she is invincible and that she can get away with everything. The difference between reality and
impossibilities sometimes blurs once the Angel-Human suffers from megalomania and observes
itself.
The biggest danger for the Angel-Human is getting stuck in megalomania and envisions herself
as god on earth.

7.4

Possesses an inexhaustible source of self-confidence

The Angel-Humans is enormously confident about herself. There are absolutely no doubts to
detect in the actions and judgments of the Angel-Human. Even if the Angel-Human isn’t right,
her self-confidence will mask this quite good. Very often the Angel-Human doesn’t even see she’s
wrong.
This self-confidence works as an allergy on uncertain people. They often feel “less” of themselves
in the presence of the Angel-Human. Although the Angel-Human absolutely doesn’t think of
herself as “better”, uncertain people do experience it that way.
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7.5

They think to know all

The Angel-Human is linked with the source and obtains also her knowledge from there. This
causes the Angel-Human to have access to all knowledge. The biggest problem of this however
is, that the Angel-Human has no idea where to search in this large source of knowledge. She
needs certain indications of where she must start to search. A simple question or observation of
someone is a good entrance for a search in the source.
Although the Angel-Human probably thinks she knows everything, she has however only access
to the all-knowing source. Although this seems the same there is actually a small difference: the
Angel-Human has only access and does not carry it all within.
It is important that the Angel-Human uses the information from the source regularly and shares
it with the questioning people she faces. It is indeed the ultimate truth to where the AngelHuman has access to.
It can be difficult for the Angel-Human to find her way in this enormous amount of knowledge
from the source. The Angel-Human can wrongfully lay connections, which as a result changes the
information with her own interpretation. Unfortunately, due to the other way of thinking (rational
versus mystically) there is no easy solution to find.

7.6

They appear to be “incomplete”

People who observe the Angel-Human and try to “read” her, discover something. They seem to
be incomplete and elusive. The Angel-Human is mostly very difficult to predict and appears
completely incomprehensive to the reader. The real cause is the lack of the soul. The AngelHuman has no identity, no wishes, no preferences and no disapprovals. Hereby, the intentions of
the Angel-Human have become unreadable because she simply does not have any personal
intentions.
What lacks is the feeling of an own identity. An identity is not present with the Angel-Human.
Someone who tries to read her for the first time can be overwhelmed by the emptiness she sees.

7.7

They appear insensitive

The Angel-Human almost never gets attached to anything. She seems be very distant and cold.
This originates from the point of self-protection. When she would use her own feelings at helping
people, her perception could be muddled. She is then no longer able to help in the correct
manner. She would thereby forget the bigger picture.
Due to the dissoluteness the Angel-Human is independent. This independence makes the AngelHuman a strikingly reliable helper, who is able to make a judgment without preconception.
This attitude gives the impression that the Angel-Human is an insensitive being. This is not the
case. The Angel-Human is very sensitive and also listens.
The most important cause when an Angel-Humans decides to bind herselve, is when love plays a
role. Love is a very strong emotion which can also be experienced via a soul merge. It is love
that sometimes affects the Angel-Human very deeply.
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7.8

They (nearly) can’t be touched

The distant attitude of the Angel-Human ensures directly that the Angel-Human almost cannot be
touched mentally. It is very important that the Angel-Human is a stable pillar for the new time.
She is the foundation of the new society which must straighten all unevenness. If she would not
be stable and be rapidly touched and influenced, it would cause problems by people who seek
power or domination. She then could be influenced or even abused for their own profit. To
prevent this, the Angel-Human almost is invulnerable. She can not be touched by anybody in
spiritual sense.
The biggest risk for the Angel-Human is love. Love is able to affect her deep from the inside. For
this reason the Angel-Human must be very careful in choosing to whom she gives her love and
from whom she receives it.

7.9

They are very charismatic

The Angel-Humans are particularly notable for spiritual people. They carry a large energy field
with them that is very notable for sensitive people. The Angel-Humans can draw large quantities
of energy directly from the source. They radiate this energy again to relieve their surroundings.
People often feel good in the surroundings of Angel-Humans. They become as it were irradiated,
by the radiation of the Angel-Humans.
The Angel-Humans are also notable because there are not so many of them. They are a
extraordinary appearance whereby meeting them can be considered as a particular experience.
This often has to do with the fact that a meeting with the Angel-Human is never entirely without
impact. The Angel-Human specifically exerts influence on the person who she meets for the
bigger plan.

7.10 They feel alone
The Angel-Human has no identity. She frequently feels misunderstood and alone. When the
Angel-Human helps out another soul, she also becomes conscious of this other soul. At the big
awareness of this soul there can also arise a feeling of deep connection. The Angel-Human is
reminded again to the individuality she had in the past. With that also the restrictions of the soul
comes up again and the Angel-Human can feel as ordinary people for a moment. This results
immediately in that the Angel-Human can lose herself in this feeling, because of strength this
feeling has.
By letting the “helped out” soul go, directly a feeling of loneliness steps in, because the trusted
feeling of the soul has disappeared. All of a sudden everything twists around the bigger plan
again and there is no more excuse to keep herself of her task. At those moments the angel
realizes herself that she is not unique and is only on this earth to give. The lack of a soul is
clearly tangible at those moments.
This lack has actually a function and is an instinct of the Angel-Human. She is always on the
lookout for a new “prey” to help. It is an urge which is lead by the divine plan: a linked network
of new souls in an universal network. The advent of god on earth.
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8 The future of the Human-Angel
When people have made the transition to the new time, there is no more function for the AngelHuman. She only serves as the foundation of the new society. The story for the Angel-Human is
finished. The mission that started 16,000 years ago comes finally to an end. She can sit back and
relax, enjoying the playground she has made for the new-timers. She has deserved her rest and
hand over the torch to humanity.
The Angel-Human will leave the earth of the third dimension and returns to the angel-form. She
can now descend in the angel-form to earth, without having to incarnate. The portal is open and
the angels are no longer restricted to the need of having a physical body.
They will all live happily ever after!
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